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Giovanni Badino: Podzemna meteorologija: “Kakšno je vreme 
v podzemlju?”
Namen prispevka je predstaviti nekatere pre�odne pojave, ki 
vplivajo na jamsko klimo. Pri tem iz�ajam iz osnovni� zako-
nov fizike in izvirni� eksperimentalni� podatkov. V prvem 
delu obravnavam povprečne klimatske pogoje v jama� in nji-
�ovo povezavo z zunanjo klimo, okoliško kamnine, podzemno 
vodo ter zunanjo topografijo. Pokažem pomen in vlogo tem-
peraturnega gradienta v jama�. V drugem delu obravnavam 
pre�odne pojave in z njimi povezane ključne meteorološke 
procese v podzemlju. Predstavim fiziko temperaturne sedi-
mentacije, temperaturna območja v podzemlju, infrazvočna 
ni�anja jamske atmosfere in kondenzacijo v jama�. Eksperi-
mentalne  raziskave te� procesov so za�tevne, saj  gre za ma-
j�na ni�anja časovno spremenljivi� vrednosti; kljub temu se 
pokaže, da so spremembe vrednosti od jame do jame in tudi 
znotraj ene same jame presenetljivo velike. Dobra interpretaci-
ja meritev, razumevanje nekateri� speleogenetski� procesov in 
učinkovita zaščita jamskega okolja, bodo mogoči le na osnovi 
dobrega poznavanja in razumevanja osnovni� klimatski� pro-
cesov v jama�.
Ključne besede: termalna sedimentacija, območje temperatur, 
infrazvok, oblaki v jama�, jamska meteorologija, zaščita jam.
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Abstract UDC  551.44:551.581
Giovanni Badino: Underground meteorology - “What’s the 
weather underground?”
The aim of t�is work is to provide a synt�etic outline of some 
of t�e processes of transient nature occurring in caves, focus-
ing on poorly studied general aspects of underground p�ysics 
and mainly making use of original experimental data. In t�e 
first part, t�e average climatic conditions of a caves, t�eir con-
nection to t�e external climate, and t�e general role played by 
rock, water, air and external morp�ology are discussed. The 
variation of t�e internal temperature wit� t�e altitude is a 
key parameter for t�e cave p�ysics: t�e related energetic con-
sequences are briefly discussed. In t�e second part, transient 
processes are considered, and a general overview of main me-
teorological p�enomena occurring underground is given. The 
p�ysics of t�ermal sedimentation, of underground temperature 
ranges, of infrasonic oscillations of cave atmosp�eres and, 
above all, of water vapour condensation in caves is synt�eti-
cally described. The experimental study of t�ese processes is 
extremely difficult, because t�ey are time dependent and �ave 
very small amplitude; t�e first measurements s�ow, �owever, 
t�at t�eir variability from one cave to anot�er, and from point 
to point inside a cave, is surprisingly �ig�. To provide a more 
correct interpretation of underground climatic measurements, 
for t�eir speleogenetic role and importance in cave environ-
ment protection, a better understanding of t�e processes de-
scribed �ere is essential.
Key words: t�ermal sedimentation, temperature range, infra-
sounds, clouds in caves, cave climate, cave meteorology, cave 
protection.
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The aim of t�is work is to provide a synt�etic outline of 
some of t�e main processes of a transient nature defined 
as “meteorological” processes; mainly focusing on poorly 
studied general aspects of underground p�ysics. 
Under t�e apparent stability of cave atmosp�eres, 
complex processes occur t�at, as a consequence of t�eir 
very long time scale, can play an important role on t�e 
speleogenesis and on t�e constructive p�enomena.
The distinction between climatology and meteorol-
ogy is outlined. If referring to an outside environment, 
t�ese two terms are, respectively, defined as t�e study of 
average climatic conditions – w�ic� can include regular 
fluctuations, as average temperature ranges and similar 
– and t�e study of transient, non-periodic processes in 
t�e atmosp�ere t�at are, since ancient times, called “me-
teora.”
In t�is work, t�e term “climatic” is used to indicate 
average values of a condition, w�ereas “meteorological” 
refers to t�e fluctuation around it and t�e transient p�e-
nomena.
Inside caves, microclimates are very different from 
t�e external climate, and knowledge of t�ese microcli-
mates �as always been very important for food season-
ing and storage, medical treatments, and t�e use of caves 
as “time capsules.” 
The importance of cave deposits for paleoclimatic 
studies is nowadays increasing. Alt�oug� t�e climate re-
cords essentially refer to �ypogean deposits, t�e direct 
interest is on epigean paleoclimates. The correlation be-
tween t�e two is, �owever, not simple.
Up to about 20 years ago, microclimatic studies 
�ave been:
1) mainly observational, not considering p�ysical 
models to be confirmed or refused;
2) quite local and relatively close to t�e surface;
3) lacking resolution and accuracy;
4) lacking long time series.
Generally speaking, measurements represented 
qualitative descriptions of t�e cave atmosp�ere, refer-
ring very often to too s�allow layers. They s�owed an 
apparent �ig� stability everyw�ere. However, note t�at 
a measure of t�e Eart�’s temperature by a t�ermometer 
wit� a resolution of ±50°C, would everyw�ere indicate 
t�e same value, leaving unexplained w�y �ere t�ere is a 
desert, �ere a forest and t�ere an ice cap. The old endo-
climatic measures be�aved in a similar way.
Now, t�anks to a gigantic tec�nological advance in 
t�e field of data acquisition and storage, in t�e develop-
ment of p�ysical models and to some advances in mea-
surement tec�niques and data processing, t�e situation 
is quickly c�anging.
Cave p�ysics studies are important:
1) to estimate paleoclimatic data reliability;
2) to understand t�e local adiabaticity and connect 
it to t�e occurrence of complex structures;
3) to understand t�e speleogenetic role of conden-
sation;
4) to c�aracterise caves as ecological “islands”;
5) to protect caves, especially s�ow caves, against 
ant�ropogenic impact;
Here we want to outline t�e main micrometeoro-
logical processes and t�e open problems.
The suggestion of new ideas, fields of researc� and 
eventually t�e growt� of t�e interest on cave p�ysics are, 
t�erefore, t�e objectives of t�is work.
INTRODUCTION
THE CLIMATOLOGy OF CAVES
versan le vene le fummifere acque
Per li vapor che la terra ha nel ventre,
Che d’abisso li tira suso in alto.
   
Every stream runs with smoke-infested waves
because of vapors hidden in the earth,
which from deep chasms rise up to the sky 
   
Alighieri, Rime, 43
INTRODUCTION
Despite t�e fact t�at t�e underground temperature in-
creases wit� dept�, caves are usually very cold. The 
reason is t�e deep vadose zone wit� percolating mete-
oric water w�ic� equilibrates t�e rock mass wit� external 
temperature. 
We can give a roug� estimation of t�e involved 
time-scales. The water t�ermal capacity is around 
4.2 kJ kg–1K–1, t�e t�ermal capacity of rock is five times 
less; t�e t�ermal capacity of water per volume unit 
is, t�erefore, about double of t�e rock t�ermal capac-
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ity. By assuming infiltration to a karst massif around 
1 m3 a–1 m–2, and a rock column of 1 m2 section and 1000 
m �ig�, it takes ts=500 years until t�e t�ermal capacity 
of t�e water equals t�at of t�e rock column. The time ts 
represents t�e time scale of t�e cooling process w�ic�, 
alt�oug� strictly depending on t�e rock t�ickness, rang-
es from �undreds to t�ousands of years. This is also t�e 
time scale of climatic fluctuations, w�ic� are able to pen-
etrate in t�e underground (Badino 2004a). 
It is t�erefore rat�er important to note t�at t�e karst 
massifs are in t�ermal equilibrium wit� “�istorical” infil-
trating fluids, mainly water. This explains t�e reason w�y 
karst massifs are quite cold and, in first approximation, 
unaffected by geot�ermal flux. As a matter of fact, t�e 
occurrence of caves in a mountain increases enormously 
its permeability and turns t�e temperature down. 
The temperature of t�e infiltrating water c�anges 
during t�e year, but it is easy to observe t�at a fluid wit� a 
flow rate F(t), function of time t, at temperature T(t) pass-
ing a t�ermal capacitor C approac�es a temperature T0, at 
w�ic� t�e average t�ermal energy released from t�e fluid 
to t�e capacitor equals zero. This can be written as:
 
Generally speaking, t�e rock be�aves like a low-
pass filter for t�e signal T(t) and it adopts t�e average 
temperature of crossing fluids. We will denote t�is tem-
perature as TR. 
AVERAGE LOCAL TEMPERATURE
In a first approximation we assume t�at a cave �as a tem-
perature, TC, equal to t�e temperature of t�e surrounding 
rock, TR, w�ic� �as t�e temperature of infiltrating wa-
ter, TIW, w�ic� is almost equal to t�e local yearly average 
temperature, TL.
The estimation of t�e local average temperature TL 
is t�en of extreme importance for understanding cave 
p�ysics. TL is a complicated function of longitude, lati-
tude, and altitude. 
The temperature variation wit� longitude is affected 
by t�e region macromorp�ology, suc� as t�e presence of 
seas, mountains, forests etc. and cannot be modeled. The 
latitude dependence is also connected to macromorp�ol-
ogy, but more importantly, t�ere is a regular tendency to 
lower t�e temperature going to t�e Poles; t�e latitude 
could t�erefore be roug�ly modeled. It is t�en possible to 
see (Fig. 1) t�at in Sout�ern Europe t�e temperature TL 
at sea level decreases by 0.7°C per latitude degree.
quite at t�e opposite, t�e altitude dependence is 
very regular, t�e temperature decreases by about 6.5°C 
per kilometer of increasing elevation (t�is is t�e average 
“lapse rate” of International Standard Atmosp�ere), per-
mitting t�e removal of t�e effect of altitude and t�e con-
struction of maps of TL’s referenced to sea level (Figs. 1 
and 2). Table 1 gives some more precise data in t�e posi-
tion of main cities (WorldClimate 2010), corrected to sea 
level.
Table 1: Average yearly temperature of some European and med-
iterranean airports (WorldClimate 2010)
St. Petersburg 4.5 Edinburgh 8.8 Mancheste 10.9
Frankfurt 10.5 Wien 10.7 Ljubljana 11.8
Lyon 12.1 Zagreb 12.3 Geneve 12.4
Trieste 13.5 Istanbul 14.1 Marseille 14.2
Roma 15.4 Barcelona 15.6 Tunis 17.7
Knowing t�e local temperature TL0 of a reference 
point, it is t�en easy to estimate t�e TL in t�e neig�bor-
�ood. For Europe we propose t�e formula:
W�ere ∆Lat is t�e Latitude (degrees) and ∆Alt t�e 
altitude (km) difference between t�e place and t�e refer-
ence station.
Fig. 1: World average yearly temperatures referred at sea level 
(Pinna 1977; WorldClimate 2010; adapted).
Fig. 2: European and mediterranean average yearly temperatures 
referred at sea level (Pinna 1977; WorldClimate 2010; adapted).
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We �ave stated t�at t�e cave temperature TC is al-
most equal to t�e rock temperature TR, w�ic� is almost 
equal to t�e temperature of t�e infiltrated water TIW, 
w�ic� is almost equal to t�e local temperature TL. So, t�e 
cave temperature TC is (almost)3 equal to t�e TL ...
Let us see some of t�e processes capable to influ-
ence eac� “almost.”
LOCAL AND INFILTRATION  
TEMPERATURES
The first “almost” t�at we are going to consider is con-
nected to t�e differences between TIW and TL. The first 
reason for t�e temperature difference between infiltrat-
ing water and air is t�e local climate.
Generally speaking, it rains during cold days, and 
t�e rainfall comes from an altitude, w�ic� is �ig�er t�an 
t�e local one. Therefore, t�e water is colder t�an t�e lo-
cal air, w�ic� often cannot warm it up during t�e fall. 
The ∆T depends on many t�ings, but in average it is as-
sumed to be around 2°C (Celico 1986).
The precipitations are concentrated in certain peri-
ods, depending on t�e regional climate. Let us compare, 
for example, climatic (not “meteorological” ...) data from 
Florence (Italy) and C�i�ua�ua (Mexico) (WorldClimate 
2010).
The city of Florence (44° N, 50 m asl) is quite far 
from t�e Equator, but C�i�ua�ua (29° N, 1400 m asl) 
is at a relatively �ig� altitude. The relative average lo-
cal temperatures TL are t�en comparable: TL Florence: 
14.6°C, TL C�i�ua�ua: 17.8°C.
The climatic type of t�e two regions is very differ-
ent, Florence being Mediterranean, w�ere t�e rainy sea-
son occurs during intermediate seasons - mainly autumn 
– and t�e summer is quite dry. In C�i�ua�ua, t�e climate 
is �ig�ly continental wit� rains concentrated during t�e 
summer season. 
We �ave tried to estimate TIW as a weig�ted aver-
age value from t�e “average mont�ly temperature” and 
“average mont�ly precipitation” data, w�ic� is surely in-
accurate, according to t�e above observation about t�e 
differences between air and rain temperatures. The re-
sult is nevert�eless interesting: TIW Florence: 13.8°C, TIW 
C�i�ua�ua: 21.6°C
Indeed, not far from Florence caves �ave a reference 
temperature of about 14°C at 0 m asl (corrected wit� al-
titude) w�ereas a cave like Grutas Nombre de Dios, near 
C�i�ua�ua, s�ows a temperature above 25°C. 
The difference between t�e estimated TIW and TL 
is, t�erefore, very small in Florence – and in general in 
Europe - but it could be quite large in ot�er climates. It 
is, t�en, very important to carefully make t�ese estima-
tions, alt�oug� t�e effect of t�is error is quite small if 
compared to t�e next one we are going to describe.
The main reason for a difference between TL and 
TIW is w�at we denote as t�e “fluid selection”, a �uge class 
of processes t�at considers underground flow of water, 
and secondarily air. Water freezes below 0°C; t�erefore 
t�ere is no infiltration w�en outside temperature is be-
low zero. The negative parts of t�e sinusoid, w�ic� usu-
ally describes t�e average local temperature TL, are t�en 
eliminated. 
However, during t�e melting season t�e water in-
flows underground at temperatures not muc� differ-
ent from 0°C; despite t�at t�e air temperature would 
be muc� �ig�er. It is quite easy to prove t�at t�is effect 
cannot compensate t�e previous one. This means t�at in 
regions w�ere a significant part of yearly precipitation 
comes as snow, t�e rock temperature TR is significantly 
�ig�er t�an t�e TL and always above 0°C. The same can 
be stated for t�e cave temperatures. The selection of infil-
trating water warms a rock up -especially in karstic areas 
- and extends t�e internal isot�ermal zero muc� above 
t�e external.
As an example, t�e Ulug� Beg cave (Hodja Gur 
Gur Atà ridge, Uzbekistan), at an altitude of 3750 m asl 
s�ows an estimated TL of -6°C. The altitude of t�e ex-
ternal isot�ermal 0 is around 2800 m asl. The cave �as 
important ice deposits in t�e first 300 meters and t�e 
measured internal temperatures are -0.8°C (3700 m asl) 
and 0°C (3550 m asl) (Bernabei & De Vivo 1992). This 
case is quite extreme (∆T=5°C), but it is usual to mea-
sure smaller but significant temperature differences.
Anot�er important “selection” of inflowing water is 
influenced by t�e external morp�ology. Cave entrances 
can be extremely large and deep and can concentrate 
large snow deposits t�at, during t�e �ot season, melt 
and cool t�e cave temperature because of t�e presence 
of melting water, always at 0°C, w�ereas t�e TL can be 
muc� �ig�er. An example can be found in t�e Slovenian 
karst (cave Velika ledenica v Paradani), w�ic� is an ice 
cave at an altitude around 1000 m asl, w�ere TL is around 
6-8°C.
There are ot�er effects due to external morp�ology, 
w�ic� can produce large differences between TIW and 
TL, causing anomalies in t�e temperature of water infil-
tration. For instance, into t�e cave enters water coming 
from a lake -or slow and s�allow- water fluxes �ig�ly ex-
posed to sun, t�at during summer could attain tempera-
tures significantly �ig�er t�an air. 
A minor fluid selection effect, but important for ice 
deposit formation, is t�e selection of air flowing inside 
t�e cave entrances. W�en t�e air density inside a vertical-
ly extended cave is lower t�an t�e external, t�e air flows 
upward (t�e �umidity for t�e estimation of air density is 
not considered �ere). The surrounding cold air cannot 
flow into t�e cave; consequently t�e upper parts of t�e 
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underground system do not freeze. Despite t�e cold air 
being unable to enter, it �owever contributes to t�e sta-
tistics t�at create t�e average local temperature TL. 
During t�e summer, t�e internal atmosp�ere is 
denser t�an t�e external, and t�e air falls down, in�al-
ing t�e external air from t�e upper entrances w�ere now 
enters t�e external air, w�ic� is warmer. The internal air, 
relatively cold, descends down t�e mountain. At t�e low-
er entrances t�e process is similar but inverse, and can 
contribute to t�e formation of internal glaciers; a clas-
sical example is t�e Kungur cave (Perm region, Russia), 
formed inside a relatively t�in layer of gypsum, w�ere 
permanent ice deposits exist near t�e lower entrance 
of t�is cave, and w�ere t�e conduits can attain very low 
temperature w�ereas t�e regional average yearly temper-
ature is around +1.6°C (Worldclimate 2010).
Caves t�erefore “filter” t�e airflows on t�e basis of 
t�eir temperature, systematically c�oosing between t�e 
external and internal, t�e �otter for t�e upper entrances 
and t�e colder for lower entrances. The result is t�at t�e 
average temperature of airflow t�at goes across t�e en-
trance is not TL, but t�e average local temperature dur-
ing t�e mont�s w�en t�e internal temperature is lower 
(in t�e upper parts) or �ig�er (in t�e lower parts). 
Usually, t�is is a minor effect because t�e total t�er-
mal capacity entering a cave t�roug� t�e air is greatly 
lower t�an t�e water t�ermal capacity, but it can be very 
important locally – for instance, near t�e entrances, 
forming underground glaciers - or in dry regions. This 
point will be t�oroug�ly discussed later.
The TR versus TIW
We can now discuss t�e second “almost”: t�e difference 
between t�e rock temperature TR and t�e temperature of 
infiltrated water TIW.
The t�ermal energy exc�ange between rock and 
water depends on t�e difference between t�eir tempera-
tures. As long as t�ese two values of temperature become 
similar, t�e system tends to become adiabatic (no �eat 
exc�anges between water and rock) and it falls asymp-
totically to t�e t�eoretical, uniform temperature, w�ic� 
in fact it never attains perfectly. Moreover, t�e time-scale 
to obtain t�ermodynamic equilibrium between a moun-
tain and t�e infiltrating water is on t�e order of centuries 
and it is difficult to assume TIW as constant. Therefore, 
t�e rock temperature value is always close to t�e external 
antecedent one, w�ic� it is never exactly t�e present.
Anot�er source of disequilibrium between t�e av-
erage temperature of rock and water is t�e airflow con-
tribution. The specific t�ermal capacity of air is roug�ly 
four times less t�an t�e water one (around 1000 J kg –1K–1 
–at constant pressure- against t�e 4200 of water; t�e mass 
flows of t�ese two fluids are, �owever, �ig�ly variable in 
time and space, t�en t�e estimation of t�e total t�ermal 
capacity flux (i.e. t�e product of t�e mass flow rate mul-
tiplied by t�e fluid specific t�ermal capacity) flowing un-
derground is complex. We need t�erefore to briefly dis-
cuss t�e relative water-air contribution.
The air flux ranges from zero (no air circulation in 
a deep karst: it is not unusual), to 10-40 m3/s in large 
Alpine cave systems (e.g., Corc�ia and Piaggia Bella, 
in Italy, wit� surfaces of respectively 3 and 20 km2), up 
to 100-200 m3/s along t�e main conduits in some large 
tropical caves (e.g., Hwanseon Cave, in Korea, probably 
wit� a surface around 100 km2). The air drainage is as-
sociated wit� t�e cave s�ape; t�e parameter “specific air 
drainage,” indicated by t�e ratio between t�e w�ole flux 
and t�e w�ole karst surface is, t�en, almost meaningless 
yet t�e most significant parameter to be considered in 
t�e estimations. The specific air drainage is t�en around 
10 kg/km2 in Corc�ia and 1-2 kg/km2 in Piaggia Bella 
and Hwanseon. 
For developed Alpine karst, we can t�erefore assume 
as a reasonable range of specific airflow of 1-10 kg/s/km2, 
a value comparable to t�e common precipitation of 
500-2000 mm/a, t�en a water flow of 15-60 kg/s/km2. 
If we include t�e �ig� specific t�ermal capacity of air 
and water, we infer t�at t�e air usually contributes only 
a few percent to establis�ing t�e cave temperature. This 
general statement disagrees wit� Luetsc�er & Jeannin 
(2004) by w�ic� t�e air flow can play a leading role in 
establis�ing t�e temperature and t�e internal lapse rates. 
They estimate t�e same water flux, but an air flux of 
150 m3/s/km2, w�ic� can be true in special cases (see be-
low) but in our opinion t�is is absolutely overestimated 
in Alpine karst. We would �ave to observe exiting or en-
tering air flows of �undredt� of cubic meter per second 
eac� square kilometer of karstic area, w�ic� is too muc�. 
It is not even possible to assume t�at t�is flux takes place 
almost unseen along small fractures. The friction loss to 
air flux depends on v2, t�en t�e flow is �ig�ly concen-
trated along t�e wider conduits: t�e air flow along small 
fracture does exist, but its contribution to t�e total flow 
rate is generally small.
In some special cases t�e air relative weig�t to t�e 
t�ermal capacity flow can �owever be muc� �ig�er, for 
example in very dry regions, but also in rainy regions in-
side caves wit� very strong air fluxes, like in t�e Auyan-
tepui, Venezuela (P�oto 1). In t�is case t�e internal lapse 
rates are near -5°C/km (Fig. 3b) and t�e air is responsible 
for small differences between TIW and TR, causing water 
condensation on t�e cave walls. 
It is nevert�eless very difficult to estimate t�e im-
pact of airflow on cave t�ermal imbalance. The air flux 
does not depend only on an external system (t�e atmo-
sp�ere) t�at be�aves quite regularly, but it mainly de-
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Fig. 3: Internal temperature vs. altitude in deep caves. The accuracy of temperature absolute value is around 1°C. 
a) Abisso di Trebiciano, Carso, near Trieste, Italy (entrance altitude: 350 m asl). The limited depth (328 m) does not permit detection of          
a regular temperature variation with altitude. The highest parts are influenced by outside, while the deepest by the flowing underground 
river. Water and air are far from equilibrium, ∆Twa≈0.5-1°C.
b) Fummifere Acque and O’Corpuscolo, two quartzite shafts in Auyantepui, venezuela (1475 asl). The depth is still limited, but a regu-
lar behavior, dominated by airflow, is shown.
c) Abisso Capitano Paff, Grigna Settentrionale, North of milan, Italy (2180 m asl). below -200 m the behavior is quite regular and the 
water and air near the equilibrium ∆Twa≈0.1-0.2°C.
d) Čehi 2, mt. Kanin, Slovenia (altitude 2030m asl). The regular behavior below -100 m is only interrupted for air temperature around             
-1000, near a big ascending shaft which probably brings an unbalanced air flux. Air and water near the equilibrium, ∆Twa≈0-0.1°C
e) Pozzo della Neve, matese, South of Rome, Italy (1360 m asl). At intermediate depths the cave morphology and water drainage change, 
and there are significant temperature increases. Also the equilibrium water and air seems to depend on cave shape, ∆Twa≈0.1-0.4°C
f) Abisso Ulivifer, Alpi Apuane, near Lucca, Italy (1565 m asl). measurements were taken after a big flood which blocked us for 2 days             
at -1100. It is interesting to note the effect of flood inflow, which had completely unbalanced the two fluids. It is, nevertheless, possible to 
see a quite regular lapse rate. ∆Twa≈-0.2-0.5°C
g) Abisso di malga Fossetta, Altopiano di Asiago, North of venice, Italy (1750 m asl). The external surface is very regular and thus        
the internal temperatures behave in a similar way. The small lapse rate change below 1000 m asl has allowed us to notice a survey 
mistake, thus detected by the cave temperature profile. From the high lapse rate regularity comes also the high water-air equilibrium, 
∆Twa≈0-0.1°C
h) Complesso di Piaggia bella, marguareis, South of Turin, Italy (2525 m asl). General outline of temperatures in different cave branch-       
es of Carsena del Pa, Labassa and at the springs. The water-air equilibrium strongly depends on branches ∆Twa≈0.1-1°C.
pends on t�e cave structure: entrances, s�ape, internal 
impedance, verticality, and so on. The estimations can 
t�erefore c�ange in terms of orders of magnitude for 
mountains wit� similar climate. More importantly, bot� 
water and air usually drain along different pat�s, locally 
creating elevated disequilibria.
The internal morp�ology can also affect t�e tem-
perature, creating cold and �ot traps for air, t�roug� a 
process t�at can be included in t�e “fluid selection” and 
can cause strong t�ermal stratification. A �ermetically 
closed cave branc�, developing upward (downward) 
from t�e main conduit, can trap t�e air flowing t�roug� 
it in a specially warmer (colder) season, t�us creating air 
bubbles w�ic� remain untouc�ed w�en t�e airflows be-
come colder (warmer) t�an usual.
The trapping effect is mainly relevant close to t�e 
cave entrance, w�ere t�e external air is still not at equilib-
rium, but it can create �ig� t�ermally insulated branc�es 
and extreme t�ermal sedimentation conditions: in t�e 
Cucc�iara cave (Mt. Kronio, Sicily) we �ave measured 
36.6°C at t�e roof and 26.3°C at t�e floor, 2 meters be-
low, w�ilst in t�e middle t�ere was a t�in mixing cloud 
at t�e contact layer (P�oto 2).
Anot�er process capable of increasing t�e rock tem-
perature above t�e temperature of water infiltration TIW 
is t�e geot�ermal �eat flux, already discussed in detail 
(Badino 2005a). Generally t�e geot�ermal flux �eats t�e 
rock, but in t�e case of �ig�ly conductive karst aquifers 
it is completely intercepted at t�e water table. Therefore, 
t�e rock masses above it remain in t�ermal equilibrium 
wit� t�e infiltrating water. In t�is case, t�e w�ole rock 
mass is not affected by t�e geot�ermal flux, as t�is is cap-
tured by t�e deep water flow and successively released 
at t�e springs, w�ere waters �ave temperatures of about 
1 °C �ig�er compared to t�e rock temperature. It is easy 
to see t�at, in t�e case of a flat and �omogeneous water 
table, t�e geot�ermal flux uniformly �eats t�e flowing 
water, but t�is �appens also w�ere water fluxes concen-
trated in conduits and similar structures, as in karstic 
areas. Specifically, t�e presence of discontinuities influ-
ences t�e rock temperature field, refracts t�e geot�ermal 
flux and concentrates it on t�e conduits (Badino 2005a). 
It can be s�own t�at t�e regional geot�ermal flux is fo-
cused on deep conduits, creating a “s�adow” on t�e top-
ograp�ic surface, w�ic� is muc� larger t�an t�e conduit 
itself. The “t�ermal cross section” of a water body inside 
t�e rock �as a size comparable to its distance from t�e 
surface; it is t�us muc� larger t�an its geometrical di-
mension.
This process �as to be taken into account for t�e 
temperature comparisons between springs and caves, 
but it can affect t�e above water cave temperature only in 
very special cases, mainly in extremely dry regions.
TC versus TR
We can now discuss t�e t�ird “almost” and compare t�e 
temperature of cave air TC and t�e rock temperature TR. 
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As at first, we note t�at TC fluctuates around t�e equi-
librium and t�e cave exc�anges energy wit� t�e surface 
of t�e rock, w�ic� is never in perfect equilibrium in t�e 
deeper layers. The dept� of suc� “boundary” layers de-
pends on t�e time span of t�ermal exc�ange and t�e rock 
t�ermal conductivity. This is t�e reason w�y it is not pos-
sible to univocally define t�e concept of “�eat capacity” 
for a cave: t�e cave, in fact, does not exist; w�at does ex-
ist is t�e t�ermal capacity of rock around t�e cave, but 
t�e mass involved, t�at of t�e “t�ermal exc�anging rock 
layer”, depends on t�e duration of temperature c�anges. 
It can be s�own (Lismonde 2002) t�at for sinusoi-
dal temperature fluctuations of air, t�e amplitude �T  0 of 
t�ermal oscillation on surface is reducing exponentially 
inside rock:
w�ere t�e term:
is t�e penetration lengt�-scale in rock of a wave 
wit� period τ, and a is t�e rock diffusivity, given by:
wit� Kr conductivity, C specific t�ermal capacity 
and ρ density of rock. This gives us t�e lengt�-scale of 
rock dept� involved in t�e temperature fluctuations. We 
deal wit� daily and yearly variation and t�en we may ob-
tain t�at t�e boundary layer of a compact limestone �as 
a t�ickness of 0.2 m for daily and 3-4 m for annual varia-
tions. In fact, t�e real t�ickness of t�is t�ermal “bound-
ary layer” can be muc� larger due to percolating water 
and air (Luetsc�er & Jeannin 2004).
The main reason for continuous disequilibrium 
between rock, air and water is nevert�eless t�e different 
be�avior of two fluids w�en t�ey move along t�e cave. 
Their temperature c�anges due to t�ermodynamic trans-
formations are different, and t�e two fluids are always 
out of equilibrium, as we will see in t�e next c�apter.
INTERNAL TEMPERATURE  
VARIATIONS
The small imbalance between cave atmosp�ere and rock 
temperatures is related to t�e temperature variations 
caused by air movements.
The main temperature variation occurs wit� c�ange 
of altitude. The temperature decreases wit� altitude be-
cause of t�e related pressure decrease. As an immediate 
consequence, a rising air particle expands, t�us perform-
ing work against t�e external pressure. This process is 
quite fast, and t�e air particles (usually wit� size of cubic 
kilometers) �ave a very small total surface in compari-
son to t�eir masses, so t�at t�e t�ermal exc�ange wit� 
t�e surrounding air is almost equal to zero. The t�ermo-
dynamical transformation of air particles w�ic� move 
vertically are t�en adiabatic, and t�e work performed 
against t�e external pressure is balanced by a variation 
of internal energy: t�e temperature of a rising air particle 
t�en decreases wit� altitude, wit� a constant rate (lapse 
rate). 
In t�e case of ideal gases, t�e internal energy de-
pends only on t�e temperature, but in t�e case of moist 
air it depends on bot� temperature and evaporation en-
t�alpy of water vapor. The final result is t�at t�e inter-
nal temperature of a rising dry air particle decreases by 
9.7°C per kilometer of rise (dry adiabatic lapse rate GDA), 
w�ereas t�e moist air ascent �as a smaller temperature 
decrease because t�e performed work is partially com-
pensated by t�e energy released by t�e condensation 
process. The cooling rate depends on bot� temperature 
and pressure (Badino 2005b). The “moist adiabatic lapse 
rate” GMA is around -5°C/km in usual karstic conditions. 
In t�e outer atmosp�ere, usually quite �umid, t�e aver-
age lapse rate (International Standard Atmosp�ere) is as-
sumed to be -6.5°C/km.
The typical cave atmosp�ere is saturated wit� wa-
ter vapor; t�us we can expect internal lapse rates GU very 
near to t�e moist adiabatic rate. Surprisingly, t�is does 
not �appen. In fact, t�e usual lapse rate is between –2.8 
and -4°C/km (Badino 2000), �aving enormous conse-
quences for t�e cave energetic balances.
Alt�oug� bot� water and air are transported 
t�roug� caves, it is t�e water w�ic� usually plays a ma-
jor role in cave temperatures. Assuming adiabatic condi-
tions, in water flowing along t�e conduit, t�e potential 
energy is converted into internal energy. Consequently, 
in t�is t�eoretical model, t�e water temperature increas-
es by 2.34°C per kilometer of fall. This value represents 
t�e natural “water adiabatic lapse rate,” (GW) a funda-
mental parameter for cave t�ermodynamics.
Many measurements of internal lapse rate GU �ave 
been gat�ered in very deep caves, mainly in Italy. Some 
results are s�own and discussed in Fig. 3 and in Luetsc�er 
& Jeannin (2004). Despite many different details, a regu-
lar increase of cave temperature along a descent line of 
drainage is �ig�lig�ted in t�e grap�. Therefore, t�e most 
common “internal lapse rate” GU is around 3-4°C/km, an 
intermediate value between t�e water and moist air adia-
batic lapse rates. This result is absolutely reasonable; as 
eac� underground line of flow drains water and air, t�en 
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it results an average lapse rate value, w�ic� is interme-
diate between t�e different air and water “natural” adia-
batic law. More precisely, t�e average lapse rate deriving 
from t�e t�ermal exc�anges between air and water �as to 
be an average of t�e two lapse rates weig�ted wit� eac� 
t�ermal capacity flow FW and FA, products of flow rate in 
kg/s and t�e specific t�ermal capacity of water and air:
Indeed, t�e lowest measured lapse rates are related 
to very wet caves (for instance, Če�i II, Slovenia, and 
ot�er Alpine caves), w�ereas t�e �ig�est, very near to 
t�e “moist air” lapse rate, are related or to very dry caves 
or very windy caves like t�e big s�afts of Auyantepui, in 
Venezuela, crossed by strong air flows and relatively low 
water fluxes.
Along eac� draining branc� t�ere is a different lapse 
rate w�ic� depends on t�e ratio of air/water flux; as we 
will see later, disequilibria at t�e intersections of differ-
ent branc�es do occur.
We can finally state t�at t�e lapse rate in cave at-
mosp�eres is significantly lower (in absolute value) t�an 
t�e external ones, and t�ese experimental underground 
lapse rates are not adiabatic. Water and air move vertical-
ly, and t�eir temperature c�ange, but wit� different rates: 
t�is creates temperature disequilibria inside t�e system, 
t�erefore t�ere is continuous energy exc�ange between 
air, water and rock. The temperature of water flowing out 
from deep karst is usually significantly colder t�an t�e 
local temperature TL w�ic� is usually near t�e tempera-
ture of infiltrating water at spring elevation. 
At present, t�e extreme case is in t�e deepest world 
cave Krubera-Vorojna (Abk�azia). The temperature at -
2140 m of dept� is around 6.5°C (Provalov 2010), at an 
altitude around 100 m asl. The average local temperature 
TL is around 13.5°C (WorldClimate 2010), w�ic� gives a 
temperature disequilibrium of 7°C!
Infiltrating water on top of t�e mountain is colder 
t�an t�at at low altitudes due to t�e external lapse rate 
of 6.5°C/km. On t�e ot�er �and, w�ile percolating down 
to t�e springs t�e water attains only 3.5°C/km, t�en is 
“too cold” in comparison wit� t�e local climate. Thus, 
t�e usual impression at a spring “t�is water is very cold, 
t�erefore it comes from very far” could be quite correct!
Note t�at t�e lapse rate of t�e water is still �ig�er 
t�an t�e adiabatic lapse rate (2.34°C/km). Therefore, wa-
ter also receives �eat from t�e air, w�ic� appears to be 
t�e main energy supply for t�e deep karst. 
Water subtracts energy form karst, air supplies it, 
t�en in speleogenesis, water looks to be t�e c�isel, and 
air t�e �ammer ...
It is obvious t�at t�ermal exc�anges between t�e 
two fluids are possible only if t�e two fluids bear differ-
ent temperatures. This �as a very important implication, 
impossible to discuss more deeply �ere: in general t�e 
underground systems are not at t�e maximum entropy 
state and, as a consequence, complex structures can ap-
pear.
In conclusion, t�e general water-air energy ex-
c�ange along a vertical transfer is very complex, is sea-
son-dependent, and is probably also responsible for lo-
cal condensation, t�ermal stratification and temperature 
differences between t�e two fluids and different cave re-
gions. A lot of work �as still to be done to understand 
t�ese processes.
HUMIDITy
The term “�umidity” indicates t�e water vapor content in 
air. The water vapor pressure in t�e air above a flat sur-
face increases until t�e number of molecules leaving t�e 
surface (evaporation) equals t�e number of t�ose com-
ing back to t�e surface. In t�ese conditions evaporation 
carries on, but t�e vapor partial pressure remains stable 
at t�e “equilibrium pressure,” often incorrectly called 
“saturation” pressure. We s�all �ereafter use t�e term 
“saturated” air parcel, for simplicity, paying attention to 
t�e inaccuracy of using t�e word “saturation” in place of 
“equilibrium” (Bo�ren & Albrec�t 1998). The value of t�e 
vapor equilibrium pressure depends essentially on t�e 
temperature of t�e system, as described by t�e Clausius-
Clapeyron equation. It must be noted t�at alt�oug� t�e 
system temperature is univocally defined because water 
and vapor must be at t�e same temperature and because 
t�ermodynamic equilibrium is assumed, in general, t�is 
is not true inside caves. The equilibrium pressure also de-
pends on t�e radius of curvature of free water surfaces 
(Kelvin equation). Finally, it depends on water purity, 
because dissolved salt or gases reduce t�e equilibrium 
pressure, t�e so-called Raoult’s law (Fleagle & Businger 
1980).
As we are going to see, eac� of t�ese dependences 
can cause speleogenetic processes on very long time 
scales.
The �umidity of a cave atmosp�ere is generally at 
t�e equilibrium level, due to t�e close contact among 
water surfaces and air in t�ese quasi-closed systems. It 
is very interesting to understand w�at �appens w�en 
t�e vapor pressure is slig�tly below or above t�e equilib-
rium level (from now on: under- and super-saturated), 
because in t�ese cases evaporation and condensation 
occur.
In general, closed systems bearing free water sur-
faces reac� t�ermal equilibrium- uniform and constant 
temperature- and vapor pressure equilibrium (relative 
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Photo 1: The mixing clouds at the entrance of the 330 m shaft 
of Fummifere Acque, Auyantepui, venezuela. The air flow domi-
nates the thermal exchanges in these very wide shafts.
Photo 2: Extreme thermal sedimentation in Cucchiara cave, Si-
cily, Italy. The lower part of conduit is around 22°C, the upper at           
37°C. It is possible to see the sudden transition of condensation 
on the walls, but also in air there is a narrow layer of a perma-
nent mixing clouds.
�umidity HR=100%). These are t�e (almost) usual cave 
atmosp�ere conditions and, also, t�e reason w�y t�e �y-
grometers do not work inside caves.
Table 2 s�ows t�e water vapor density (mass of wa-
ter per cubic meter of air) above a flat surface at equi-
librium (HR=100 %) in environmental conditions we 
�ave experienced underground. The extreme lower tem-
peratures are in ice caves in Antarctica and, at t�e oppo-
site extreme, in Cucc�iara cave (Mt Kronio, Sicily) and 
Cueva de los Cristales (Naica, Mexico). It is possible to 
notice t�at t�ere is a factor of 50 for water content at t�e 
extremes, w�ic� corresponds, and is probably more im-
portant, to a comparable factor in t�e energetic content 
of t�e cave atmosp�eres. We can note a very simple rule, 
very useful in usual karstic conditions (5-25°C): t�e wa-
ter vapor density in g/m3 is numerically close to t�e tem-
perature in degree centigrade.
.




Water vapor density  
(g m-3)
Campbell 1, Antarctica -17 1.37
Piaggia Bella, Italy 5 6.8
Angelica, Brasil 22 19.5
Cucchiara, Italy 37 44
Cristales, Mexico 46 69
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AIRFLOW:  
CONVECTIVE CIRCULATION
Underground air fluxes are driven by external meteoro-
logical conditions (instantaneous pressure, temperature 
and winds). They are essentially transient p�enomena. A 
discussion about underground air fluxes s�ould refer to 
meteorological p�enomena; �ere we briefly discuss t�eir 
global p�enomenology.
Internal air density is almost constant, w�ereas t�e 
external is denser during winter and less dense during 
summer. There is a general trend of t�e internal air col-
umn to sink during summer and to rise during winter. 
The resulting winds can be surprisingly strong, usually 
5-10 m/s but up to 50 m/s in Pinargozu, Turkey (Bakalo-
wicz 1972), alt�oug� t�e t�eoretical quantitative es-
timation of speed is not easily determined. In fact, t�e 
difference of density between t�e external and internal 
atmosp�eres creates a buoyancy force on t�e internal air 
column, but t�is does not uniquely establis� t�e wind 
velocity. 
Let us consider a cave wit� two entrances, at differ-
ent altitudes H, and suppose we stop t�e air flow wit� a 
door w�ic� closes t�e lower entrance. On t�e two sides 
appear –after some time from closure- different pres-
sures. It can be s�own t�at t�e difference of pressure 
is proportional to H and to t�e average air density dif-
ference along t�e two pat�s from one entrance to t�e 
ot�er, one external and t�e ot�er internal. This means 
t�at, roug�ly, t�e pressure difference on t�e closed door 
(“moving pressure”) is proportional to H and to t�e aver-
age difference of temperature ∆T between t�e cave tem-
perature and outside temperature Text. Then, t�e static 
pressure on t�e door does not depend on t�e cave s�ape. 
It is easy to find an accurate formula for t�e moving pres-
sure ∆Pm, w�ic� take into account t�e temperature and 
density variations wit� altitude (for instance in (Badino 
1995)), but it is possible to use average values and t�e 
simple formula:
W�ere ρin is t�e average cave atmosp�eric density.
If we open t�e door, t�e air starts flowing t�roug� 
wit� an increasing velocity -transient flux- until t�e 
speed becomes constant –stationary flux-, w�at �appens 
w�en t�e total moving force determined by t�e buoyancy 
becomes equal to t�e friction force due to air movement 
inside t�e cave. The flow t�erefore becomes stationary 
w�en t�e pressure drop along t�e cave, w�ic� depends 
on t�e w�ole air velocity field, equals t�e moving pres-
sure. Unfortunately t�e relation between air velocity and 
friction is nonlinear and also depends on t�e geometry 
of t�e conduit; it is t�erefore essentially impossible to es-
timate t�e stationary air speed under given conditions. 
We may nevert�eless state t�at t�e friction in a con-
duit depends roug�ly on t�e square velocity of fluid t�en, 
at constant disc�arge, on t�e inverse of conduit cross-
sectional area. The internal airflow is, t�erefore, usually 
determined by points w�ere t�e conduits cross-section 
is smaller. 
Notably, t�is fact �as �uge consequences for cave 
protection, because relatively small works to widen small 
passages can deeply affect t�e w�ole cave, c�anging dra-
matically t�e airflow and t�e cave energetic balance.
Our main conclusion is t�at t�ere �as to be propor-
tionality between air velocity and t�e square root of ∆T.
AIRFLOW:  
BAROMETRIC CIRCULATION
The ot�er main reason for air circulation inside caves is 
t�e variability of atmosp�eric pressure. Its variations cre-
ate a continuous unbalance wit� t�e internal air masses, 
forcing airflows t�roug� t�e entrances. The general be-
�avior of t�is air circulation is quite obvious and quan-
titatively similar to t�e convective circulation, but in t�is 
case t�e buoyancy pressure difference is substituted by 
t�e internal-external pressure difference. The main dif-
ference is t�at t�e air disc�arge is not constant along t�e 
cave but c�anges wit� position, being maximal at t�e 
entrance and zero at t�e cave bottom. The friction term 
t�en becomes very complex and concentrated in t�e part 
near t�e entrance, but we send t�e reader to t�e literature 
on t�is issue (Lewis 1992; Pflitsc� et al. 2010).
In Alpine karsts, usually c�aracterized by many 
cave entrances, relatively small volumes and large alti-
tude differences, t�is process is relatively small, but it can 
dominate t�e air circulation w�ere t�ese conditions are 
not true, as in t�e giant caves in t�e United States. 
Anyway, t�is circulation can be very important for 
caves wit� one entrance or wit� extremely small entranc-
es, because it can be t�e only process capable of connect-
ing internal and external atmosp�eres and, t�erefore, t�e 
c�emical composition of cave air.
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Già mi parea sentire alquanto vento:
per ch’io: «maestro mio, questo chi move?
Non è qua giù ogne vapore spento?»
 
Still it appeared to me I felt some wind;
Whence I: my master, who sets this in motion?
Is not below here every vapour quenched?
    Inferno, XXXIII
FLUCTUATIONS
The concept of “temperature” is unambiguously defined 
for systems in t�ermodynamic equilibrium; nevert�e-
less t�e concept can be also extended to systems in local, 
quasi-equilibrium, but wit� intrinsic low accuracies. The 
measurements of epigean temperature, t�erefore, s�ow 
an intrinsically low precision, because of t�e presence of 
strong energy exc�anges, w�ic� indicate t�at t�e system 
is far from equilibrium. 
A very �ig�-resolution temperature measurement 
(0.001°C) of an outside temperature would t�erefore 
�ave no p�ysical meaning. However, t�is does not apply 
to caves, w�ere very small energy exc�anges as well as 
temperature differences between fluids (air, water and 
radiation) can be observed. Being in a near-equilibrium 
condition, it is possible to reac� t�eoretically significant 
accuracies on t�e order of 1 mK.
This can be attained also experimentally, wit� an 
approac� w�ic� is quite usual in experimental p�ysics 
but adapted and used underground for t�e first time 
in t�e Rio Martino laboratory (Piedmont, Italy), t�en 
in t�e Cueva de los Cristales (Naica, Mexico) it is bet-
ter a brief discussion of t�is met�od. Eac� temperature 
point was measured by a set of 7 sensors PT-100, eac� 
�our, t�en was firstly calculated t�e average Tave0 of 
t�e seven measured temperatures Tj, and finally t�e 
time dependence of fluctuation of eac� difference Tj-
Tave0. It was t�en possible to exclude t�e sensors w�ic� 
s�owed instrumental drift. Wit� t�is exclusion, was re-
calculated t�e average Tave1 and t�en t�e distribution 
of eac� “good” sensor around it, to �ave a direct mea-
sure of intrinsic accuracy of eac� sensor. Wit� t�ese, 
was easy to calculate t�e accuracy of Tave1, w�ic� was 
around 5 mK.
To t�is level of resolution, cave atmosp�eres s�ow 
t�ermal exc�anges and transient processes, t�en t�eir 
meteorological processes appear.
Temperature variations �ave been already discussed 
above, w�en considering t�e origin of temperature im-
balances inside a mountain. We can now consider some 
additional details.
THERMAL SEDIMENTATION
In t�e upper part of a conduit, t�e air is often warmer t�an 
t�e air in t�e bottom, t�en t�e air temperature c�anges 
wit� t�e �eig�t (temperature sedimentation). We note 
t�at t�is always implies energy exc�anges, instabilities 
and, in general, t�at t�e system is not t�ermodynami-
cally closed, but in contact wit� some time-dependent 
external processes. In a closed system, t�ese temperature 
differences would be wiped out in a s�ort time.
Temperature gradients do exist also in ventilated 
conduits and usually are around 0.1°C/m. Extreme val-
ues �ave been measured, as in t�e above cited grotta 
Cucc�iara (Mt Kronio, Sicily), wit� gradients above 
5°C/m. Nevert�eless t�is value represents a very special 
case, really extreme, but t�e usual, smaller t�ermal sedi-
mentation can complicate a lot t�e interpretation of t�e 
underground temperature and airflow measurements 
and are surely a very important parameter for s�ow caves 
protection (Fig. 4).
There are evidences t�at temperature gradients are 
actually seasonal effects (Fig. 5), connected to t�e main 
underground air flow; t�is time dependence suggests 
t�at temperature gradients are related to t�e �eating of 
air parcels, w�ic� are falling down in t�e warm season. 
As air parcels are still in contact wit� t�e water masses 
at t�e bottom of conduits, t�e relatively �eated and dried 
air tends to concentrate near t�e conduit roof. This effect 
can probably create a systematic temperature difference 
between t�e floor and t�e roof, t�en seasonal processes 
of condensation appear w�en t�e airflow direction is re-
versed.
It is necessary to note, t�at a lot of work �as to be 
done to understand t�e complex p�enomenology of 
TEMPERATURE METEORA
Fig. 4: Thermal sedimentation measured in the Sala monumenti, 
in the Grotta di Castellana, Puglia, Italy. The thermometer was   
held for 5 hours near a monitoring station, on the floor, then 
moved to the upper part in the hall, then moved again to the pre-
vious position.
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t�ermal sedimentations, w�ic� can be extremely impor-
tant to understand t�e cave atmosp�ere p�ysics.
TEMPERATURE RANGES
The more obvious sources of temperature fluctuations are 
t�e external daily and seasonal temperature variations. 
The rock layer near t�e surface is directly involved 
in t�e external temperature fluctuation by conduction, 
affecting only t�e very first meters of rock. 
The main reason for internal temperature fluctua-
tion is surely to be found in t�e inflow of external wa-
ters and, secondarily, t�e inflow of air. We �ave already 
discussed t�eir relative weig�t, s�owing t�at usually t�e 
water flux dominates t�e t�ermal exc�anges t�anks to its 
larger �eat capacity.
We can try to quantify t�e intensity of coupling be-
tween a particular place in a cave and t�e external meteo-
rology. For t�at we introduce t�e concept of temperature 
range, w�ic� is t�e peak-to-peak amplitude (Tmax-Tmin) 
of daily and seasonal temperatures.
The frequency distribution of temperature ampli-
tudes is a bell-s�aped curve (Fig. 6) around t�e most 
usual temperature difference T’, s�owing a very low prob-
ability of reac�ing 0 value - i.e. absence of fluctuations 
during t�e day or t�e season- to a maximum (Tmax-Tmin) 
around 2T’, because very large fluctuations are rare. 
We can t�en assume t�at during t�e day or t�e sea-
son, temperatures can be approximated by a sinusoid 
wit� period τ of 24 �ours or 365 days; t�e average value 
equal to t�e average temperature TL and amplitude TA, 
w�ic� is �alf of t�e previous defined T’. In formula:
.
The value TA c�aracterizes t�e climatic types. Table 
3 s�ows yearly temperature ranges for different climates. 
Table 3: Average extremes of temperature and ranges in various 
climatic types
Tave January Tave July TA
Ulan Bator -19.4 15.1 17.2
Ushuaia 9.2 1.5 3.8
Roma 7.2 24.4 8.6
Berlin -0.9 18.6 9.8
Tromso -3.3 11.6 7.4
From t�e above table, it is possible to infer t�at t�e 
temperature ranges on Eart� are quite similar every-
w�ere, because a factor lower t�an 5 occurs between t�e 
climatic extremes, super-oceanic (Us�uaia, Argentina) 
and super-continental (Ulan Bator, Mongolia).
Alt�oug� t�e TA amplitudes of eac� location need 
to be correctly estimated, it is possible to say t�at, on av-
erage, typical values in Europe of yearly temperature am-
plitudes are around 10-12°C, and t�e daily temperature 
variations are about �alf of t�at, i.e. 5-6°C. 
Now we can consider t�e problem of underground 
temperature range, not only including seasonal but also 
daily ranges, w�ic� can be detected wit� statistical tec�-
niques applied to multiple sensors, as above discussed.
As a first approximation we return to our first mod-
el assuming t�e cave as a t�ermal capacitor C crossed by 
a flow F of a fluid wit� a temperature w�ic� fluctuates 
sinusoidally wit� an amplitude TA and period τ. The cave 
as a w�ole be�aves as a low-pass filter, and it is easy to 
s�ow t�at t�e temperature fluctuation of C s�ows t�e 
same period, but wit� reduced amplitude and a different 
p�ase:
Fig. 5: Thermal sedimentation at the Rio martino meteorological 
station. It is possible to see a seasonal dependence of its structure, 
that it tends to disappear during summer.
Fig. 6: The frequency distribution of daily temperature ranges 
(daily Tmax-Tmin) at a meteorological station near the Rio mar-
tino cave, Piedmont, Italy (Courtesy ARPA-Piemonte).
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As in t�e p�ysics of oscillators, w�ere is called 
“quality factor”, we can introduce t�e attenuation factor 
q given by: 
W�ere C is t�e system t�ermal capacity and F t�e 
total inflowing t�ermal capacity during a specific period. 
This gives:
The middle part of equation is valid if q>>1, w�ic� 
is usually valid for caves. Attenuation of t�e temperature 
oscillations rise wit� increasing frequency of t�e signal 
and t�e ratio between t�e �eat capacity of t�e massif and 
�eat flow given to t�e system.
MEASURE OF THERMAL INSULATION
The ratio q between t�e external temperature and t�e lo-
cal internal range (TA/∆T) indicates a direct measure of 
t�e t�ermal insulation (or t�e “t�ermal coupling” wit� 
t�e outside) of eac� sector in t�e cave.
A lot of researc� �as been done in t�e past bot� in 
t�e field of seasonal temperature variation in caves and 
on temperature spatial variation along t�e cave. The am-
plitudes range from 2°C (Jernigan, 2001) to 0.10°C (Ga-
doros 1989), but t�e most common values are around 
0.15-0.3°C. If we compare t�is value to t�e typical exter-
nal temperature range (10°C), we see t�at t�e seasonal q 
is usually around 30-50.
To measure daily temperature variations is very 
difficult, yet possible, wit� parallel sensors and special 
data analysis as above described. Figs. 7, 8 and 9 s�ow 
t�e internal daily temperature range of two very differ-
ent caves, Rio Martino (Piedmont), and San Giovanni 
Domusnovas (Sardinia, Italy). The first is a typical Al-
pine cave, crossed by a small river and a strong airflow. 
The yearly amplitude of temperature variation is 0.12°C 
(q≈90), but t�e daily variation is muc� smaller, 0.012°C. 
This corresponds to a q≈5/0.012=400. The second is a 
�uge, natural �ydro-geological tunnel, crossed by a small 
river and intense airflow; its daily temperature range is 
1.8 °C, w�ic� corresponds to a q=2.8, about two orders 
of magnitude less t�an Rio Martino. The two can be con-
sidered “�ig� energy” caves.
This coefficient of local t�ermal insulation is prob-
ably a fundamental parameter to understand many de-
Fig. 7: The frequency distribution of daily temperature ranges in-
side the Rio martino cave, Piedmont, Italy.
Fig. 8: The Log-plot of daily temperature range frequency distri-
bution in the Rio martino cave. The distribution appears to be 
Log-normal.
Fig. 9: The frequency distribution of daily temperature ranges in-
side the San Giovanni domusnovas cave, near Iglesias, Sardinia, 
Italy.
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tails about t�e cave morp�ology, as well as speleot�emes 
formation, condensation, and so on.
It can be noted t�at it is possible to make a differ-
ent model for temperature range “fading” inside caves 
(Badino 2004b), assuming a cave be�aves like a con-
ductive wall w�ere a sinusoidal temperature fluctuation 
propagates by diffusion. This p�ysical model can also 
suggest t�e use of t�e same parameter q for adiabaticity, 
alt�oug� t�is will provide different values for t�e p�ase 
s�ift. It is interesting to note t�at w�ile t�e first model 
�as no “memory” about t�e previous fluctuation (all t�e 
inflowing flux is mixed inside C), t�e wall model main-
Fig. 10: Temperature variation induced by cold inflowing water from snow melting in Rio martino. 
Red line gives the daily external Positive-degree function, which gives a measure of melting.
tains memory of past cold or 
warm waves inside t�e sys-
tem.
We can conclude wit� a 
detail. The general rule t�at 
refers to external �eating in-
ducing an internal tempera-
ture increase, usually wit� 
reduced amplitude -and t�e 
opposite for external cool-
ing-, is reasonable and gener-
ally true, but it is �ere neces-
sary to carefully consider t�e 
above-mentioned concept 
of “fluid selection.” Fig. 10 
s�ows t�e underground be-
�avior of t�e cave Rio Mar-
tino at an altitude of 1450 m 
asl, w�en a warm front arrived during t�e winter, caus-
ing snow to melt above t�e cave and a resulting in water 
inflow wit� a temperature around zero, w�ic� cooled 
down t�e cave.
In general, we can say t�at if t�e cave temperature 
is above zero and t�e region of infiltration is covered by 
snow, a warm climatic episode during winter could pro-
voke a cave cooling.
Similarly, warming or cooling of external air can re-
sult in airflow c�anges and, possibly, in cooling or warm-
ing of parts exposed to airflow.
WATER VAPOR METEORA
ben sai come ne l’aere si raccoglie
quell’umido vapor che in acqua riede,
tosto che sale dove ‘l freddo il coglie.
Well knowest thou how in the air is gathered
That humid vapour which to water turns,
Soon as it rises where the cold doth grasp it.
    Purgatorio, v
INTRODUCTION
Water vapor p�enomenology surely plays a key role in 
speleogenesis. The cave walls are very often covered by 
water films t�at play an important role in rock corro-
sion. The speleogenetic role of condensation is �ig�-
lig�ted by t�e insoluble inclusions, w�ic� outcrop from 
t�e limestone. In t�is case t�e rock is usually uniformly 
corroded around t�e inclusion, by some isotropic proc-
ess w�ic� is able to corrode in t�e same manner above 
and below t�e inclusion. Also t�e enormous quartz-
ite s�afts in t�e Venezuelan Tepui (Piccini & Mecc�ia 
2008) �ave t�e walls uniformly covered by condensa-
tion, w�ic� seems t�e main cause of t�eir very typical 
rock surface weat�ering t�roug�out t�e “dissolution” 
of t�e quartzite cement for t�e first few centimeters of 
t�ickness. The result is a compacted sand rock surface. 
Finally, t�e position of many speleot�emes at t�e bot-
tom of convex surface on t�e roof, suggest a possible 
formation due to local rock solution and deposition 
-wit�out water infiltration- driven by condensation 
processes.
For a caver, a cave is usually perceived as “active” 
w�en a water film covers t�e walls.
It is t�erefore important to analyze t�e condensa-
tion processes occurring in caves, because in a closed 
system at t�e equilibrium -maximum entropy- t�ere 
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would not be condensation, and t�e temperature would 
strictly be �omogeneous. 
We need now to analyze t�e small terms, w�ic� are 
able to open a cave system, and create disequilibria.
SUPERSATURATION PROCESSES
The main reason for disequilibrium is a sudden cooling of 
a fluid -air or water- w�en t�is penetrates underground. 
In general, t�e difference of temperature between fluids 
and rock creates an imbalance. This can also �appen at 
large dept�s, but it is mainly a process at t�e “interface” 
between t�e epi- and �ypogean environments.
This process can also affect t�e energy balance of 
most s�allow areas of a cave as well as t�e stability of 
internal glaciers. It can generate a net water flow into a 
cave -usually very small- but it is typically a local and 
low dept� process. We are instead going to focus our at-
tention on global processes t�at are due to t�e continu-
ous fluctuation of fluids around equilibrium and t�at are 
active at large dept�s too (Badino 2005b).
Inside a cave system, essentially five processes can 
create condensation, all connected to t�e presence of air-
flow:
1)  upward movements of air parcels (adiabatic cool-
ing)
2) mixing of air fluxes 
3) air expansion in t�rottles
4) condensation from �azes
5) “Raoult” mixing.
UPWARD MOIST AIR MOTION
Outside, t�e cooling generated by t�e upward move-
ment of air parcels is t�e main reason for cloud forma-
tion. Underground, t�e situation is rat�er similar but it 
is always very difficult to observe t�e clouds t�ere. We 
�ave already seen t�at in t�e free atmosp�ere, t�e aver-
age air cooling along an upward external rise is around 
6.5°C/km, very near to t�e moist adiabatic lapse rate. 
This means t�at eac� cubic meter of air cools 6.5°C in 1 
km of rise, t�erefore: i) it does not release t�ermal energy 
to t�e surrounding environment and, ii) it condenses 6 
grams of water vapor.
Inside caves t�e situation is slig�tly different, be-
cause t�e lapse rate is usually around -3.5°C/km. The 
transformation is not adiabatic, and t�is means t�at 
t�e rise of an air particle underground subtracts t�er-
mal energy, cooling t�e environment, and releases only 
3.5 grams of water per kilometer of rise. Haze, clouds 
and “rain” appear: t�e cave walls get wet. It is easy to 
see t�e �aze in suspension, looking at a distant lig�t in 
large grottos, or watc�ing t�e brig�t droplets in suspen-
sion in t�e few centimeters of air in front of a strong 
lig�t.
The “rainy season” t�en �appens during t�e upward 
transfer of air parcels, generally w�en t�e external tem-
perature drops below t�e internal temperature. This ex-
plains w�y large temperature fluctuations of t�e external 
atmosp�ere directly affect t�e underground energetic 
balance and condensation, even if t�e net air inflows into 
t�e cave are very small. 
Descending branc�es in a globally ascending cave 
obviously s�ow an opposite p�enomenology, as can be 
easily detected by looking at t�e �azes in suspension 
along ascending and descending conduits. 
As previously noted, t�ere are evidences t�at t�ese 
seasonal processes affect t�e t�ermal stratification inside 
t�e conduits.
Let us focus on t�e specific deposition points on t�e 
cave walls.
Condensation causes a local energy release t�at 
stops t�e condensation process, unless t�e energy excess 
is removed inside t�e rock and to t�e air. At t�e equilib-
rium, t�e condensation processes are t�erefore driven by 
t�e efficiency of t�ese two processes of energy removal, 
w�ic� depends on t�e rock t�ermal diffusivity, t�e sur-
face morp�ology, its orientation and so on (Dreybrodt 
et al. 2005). It is quite common to observe t�at, in a reg-
ular conduit, t�e condensation is usually quite uniform, 
but t�is can be an interesting field of researc�.
Unfortunately, caves are far from being regular, and 
water deposition usually tends to concentrate at specif-
ic points. To start, t�e development of a droplet always 
needs a condensation nucleus. Inside an air particle 
flowing upward, t�e condensation nuclei -impurities- are 
quickly captured by droplets and eventually transferred 
to t�e walls. This is, by t�e way, t�e reason for t�e usual 
extreme air purity inside caves, alt�oug� it depends on 
t�e direction of t�e airflow motion. 
Becoming poor in nuclei, depleted from t�e air 
by droplets formation, t�e air can locally become su-
persaturated, and water condenses on t�e cave walls as 
soon as it reac�es t�em. The deposition is t�us con-
centrated on t�e relatively narrow passages following 
a wide area. 
This is t�e first process t�at indicates t�at relatively 
narrow passages are preferred points of condensation, 
and t�erefore preferred points of rock dissolution.
AIR FLUxES MIxING
The condensation created by adiabatic cooling of moist 
air particle is, by far, t�e most common in t�e free at-
mosp�ere, but in t�e caves atmosp�ere ot�er processes 
become important. The most common to be observed is 
t�e condensation due to t�e mixture of two saturated air 
particles at different temperatures. The resulting “mix-
ing clouds” are so common underground, to t�e point 
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t�at cavers do not observe t�em: t�e clouds created by 
breat�ing or moist clot�s are typical examples of mixing 
clouds. 
The scientific literature �as plenty of references 
about t�e mixing clouds formation mec�anism and its 
common misinterpretation; t�e opinion t�at t�ey form 
“because t�e warm breat� is cooled...”, and so on, is not 
true. “Heating and cooling itself are irrelevant... mixing 
clouds are formed by mixing of different air parcels... 
because of t�e s�ape of t�e saturation vapour pressure 
curve two parcels can mix to form a supersaturated par-
cel” (Bo�ren & Albrec�t 1998). Their role in cave atmo-
sp�eres �as been only recently considered (Lismonde 
2002).
This is, in fact, a mec�anism connected to t�e non-
linearity of t�e Clapeyron curve (Badino 2005b), and es-
sentially t�e same as t�e so-called “Bögli’s mixing corro-
sion” (Bögli 1965).
Temperature drops in caves are commonly due to 
different “�istories” of water and air columns flowing 
along different branc�es, often c�aracterized by differ-
ent temperature gradients along t�e flow, but mainly by 
different temperatures at t�e entrance (Badino 1995), 
especially in t�e presence of very steep external topog-
rap�ies. 
It is easy to see t�at super-saturations are low and 
not directly measurable, some 0.01-0.1% of relative �u-
midity. These values, nevert�eless, correspond to a total 
release of some milligrams per cubic meter of air reac�-
ing t�e mixing point. A flow rate of 10 m3/s, quite usual 
underground, can release 103 kg of unsatured water per 
year in t�e mixing region. The areas of confluence of dif-
ferent conduits, w�ere different airflows are mixed, of-
ten present supersaturated atmosp�eres. There, we can 
expect to find a sudden conduit dimension increase and 
observe water films around us. 
This process depends on t�e airflows strengt� and 
direction and t�erefore it is dependent on t�e external 
temperature. It is t�en anot�er seasonal effect.
AIR ExPANSION IN BOTTLENECKS
The clouds t�at sometimes appear leeward large peaks 
are called “banner clouds.” Their p�enomenology is not 
completely understood, but t�ey appear to be t�e result 
of a sudden (i.e. adiabatic) air expansion t�at locally cools 
t�e gas below t�e dew point (Friedlander 2000). 
Let us now consider t�e airflow in a cave system. 
The flux t�roug� a mountain, as a w�ole, can be consid-
ered a Joule-Thomson expansion because t�e air parcel is 
de facto “t�rottled” t�roug� t�e cave. The general trans-
formation is isent�alpic. 
The actual process seems extremely complex, s�ow-
ing energy dissipation by friction, temperature and flow 
periodicities, t�ermal exc�anges on t�e cave wall. The 
w�ole transformation results in a small temperature in-
crease due to t�e dissipation of mec�anical energy (air 
pressure drop at t�e passage ends), but in t�e proxim-
ity of t�e downstream end t�e cooling generated by t�e 
adiabatic expansion can prevail, as in t�e case of external 
banner clouds.
The pressure drop at t�e edge of a narrow conduit 
can be measured wit� an altimeter. In Corc�ia (Tuscany, 
Italy) we �ave measured values around 100 Pa for an air 
speed of 5 m/s, w�ic� is roug�ly equivalent to an up-
ward movement of some 10 m for t�e air particle. It �as 
been stated above t�at t�e adiabatic rise of an air particle 
causes 5°C of cooling per kilometer of rise, t�en flowing 
t�roug� t�e t�rottle wit� t�is pressure drop, t�e air �as 
a rapid cooling of some �undredt�s of a degree, and t�e 
related water condensation (some �undredt�s of gram 
per cubic meter of flowing air) represent t�e result of t�is 
process.
The air t�rottling down bottlenecks creates station-
ary and invisible clouds, downstream of t�e narrow pas-
sages (“banner clouds”).
This is a second process indicating preferred con-
densation on relatively narrow passages.
CONDENSATION FROM HAZE
The Clapeyron law describes t�e equilibrium pressure 
above a flat water surface. If t�e surface s�ows a radius of 
curvature comparable to t�e intra-molecular interaction 
lengt� -a small droplet- t�en a molecule on t�e surface 
is less bound to t�e liquid t�an to a flat surface, result-
ing in a strong tendency to evaporate. The equilibrium 
pressure, described by t�e Kelvin equation, is t�en �ig�er 
(Fletc�er 1969; Rogers & yau 1989). 
Incidentally, we note t�at t�e very common pres-
ence of a stable aerosol (or �aze) in a cave atmosp�ere is 
a direct evidence of supersaturation of moist air around 
droplets: in a simple “saturated” atmosp�ere t�e �aze 
would quickly evaporate.
In t�e case of a negative radius of curvature – a con-
cave surface - t�e surface needs a smaller vapor pressure 
to reac� equilibrium and becomes a preferred condens-
ing point for t�e surrounding air in equilibrium wit� a 
flat surface. This means t�at small rock fractures tend to 
be filled up wit� aggressive condensed water. This pro-
cess of a preferred point of condensation is very evident 
on t�e giant gypsum crystals of t�e Ojo de la Reina cave 
in Naica, Mexico (P�oto 3) (Badino et al. 2010). 
A droplet produced by mec�anical fragmentation, 
as �appens at t�e base of a waterfall, is able to create a 
local super-saturation; t�e water is transferred from t�e 
waterfall to relatively distant walls not only by direct 
droplet deposition but also by condensation, because 
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t�e water vapor around droplets is always supersaturated 
relative to flat rock surfaces. 
Photo 3: Ojo de la Reina, Naica, mexico. micro-crystals forma- 
tion on the surface of gypsum megacrystals due to condensation 
in microfractures.
RAOULT CONDENSATION
Raoult’s Law describes t�e decrease of vapor pressure for 
saline water. Practically, salty water evaporates wit� lower 
rates t�an pure water, and if pure salt is exposed to moist 
air, some water will condense on t�e crystal surfaces. This 
�appens because t�e water vapor in t�e air becomes su-
persaturated in comparison to t�e salty solution.
A typical carbonate concentration value in karst 
water is around 100 mg/l, w�ic� corresponds to a mole 
fraction xs=2x10-5; t�e equilibrium pressure above karst-
ic water is some 0.001% lower t�an above pure water. 
The correction is very small, but does exist. 
The global effect is t�e water transfer from a less to 
a more salty water surface and t�erefore, for instance, to 
soak t�e conduit walls if t�e water flowing inside �as a 
lower salt content t�an t�e water film on t�e rock.
The water exc�ange between internal waters wit� 
different salt concentrations commonly �appens and it 
represents again a speleogenetic process occurring at t�e 
intersections of different water and air drainages.
AIRFLOW METEORA
Io venni in loco d’ogne luce muto,
che mugghia come fa mar per tempesta,
se da contrari venti è combattuto. 
I came into a place mute of all light,
Which bellows as the sea does in a tempest,
If by opposing winds ‘t is combated.
    Inferno, III
INTRODUCTION
We �ave seen t�at convective air circulation in caves de-
pends on t�e buoyancy and friction of internal air, and 
t�at wind velocities would depend on t�e square root of 
∆T, t�e difference between t�e instantaneous internal 
and external temperatures. If we plot t�e wind velocity 
versus t�e square root of t�e difference of temperature, 
we expect to obtain a straig�t line.
We made t�is measurement at t�e entrance of t�e 
Su Bentu cave system (Sardinia, Italy) obtaining t�e plot 
as s�own (Fig. 11)- not exactly a straig�t line ...
Plotting t�e ratio (wind velocity)/(square root of 
∆T) versus time (Fig. 12), it is possible to see t�at t�e 
anomalies are actually concentrated; in fact, t�e general 
trend does not generally differ from a straig�t line; �ow-
ever, during two s�ort periods of time t�e system �as not 
be�aved as expected in case of convective circulation. 
A similar, more precise measurement, made in coinci-
dence between two different entrances of t�e same �uge 
cave (Corc�ia, Tuscany, Italy), s�ows a similar be�avior 
(Fig. 13). W�y?
OSCILLATION PHENOMENOLOGy
Cave atmosp�eres are essentially quasi-closed air mass-
es very close to t�ermodynamic and buoyancy equi-
librium, connected by relatively small conduits to t�e 
Fig. 11: Su bentu cave, near Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy. In the convec-  
tive model of air circulation, the wind velocity and the square 
root of the difference between internal and external temperature 
are proportional, then plotting one vs. the other would give a 
straight line. It looks far to be true.
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variable external atmosp�ere. This causes a continu-
ous energy transfer between t�e outside and t�e inside 
(Badino 1995). 
A quasi-closed air mass is able to store energy be-
cause of t�e difference of pressure between itself and t�e 
air masses connected to it.
On t�e ot�er �and, a moving air parcel �as some 
inertia and cannot stop immediately w�en t�e driving 
pressure is switc�ed off. 
W�en an internal-external imbalance occurs, an 
energy release to t�e system takes place, and t�e energy 
flows and oscillates between t�e different internal kinetic 
and pressure energy “reservoirs”, like a moving swing. 
The w�ole mass of internal air atmosp�ere starts oscillat-
ing back and fort�.
It �as been well known for a long time t�at cave 
winds are sometimes periodic (Plummer 1969).
In t�e field, observation of t�ese air fluctuations is 
only possible w�en t�e average wind speed is very small, 
nearly equal zero. The t�eory �as, �owever, s�own t�at 
t�e oscillations must also occur in presence of strong 
winds, and t�at every cave atmosp�ere contains its in-
trinsic �armonics and “timbre” t�at depend on t�e cave 
morp�ology (Badino 1995).
It is t�erefore expected t�at an underground wind 
measured at t�e cave entrance s�ould contain informa-
tion on bot� t�e internal and external atmosp�ere dy-
namics, as well as on t�e geometry of t�e underground 
system (Plummer 1969; Lismonde 2002). 
In fact, it can be t�eoretically s�own t�at t�e s�ape 
of eac� single conduit �as ef-
fects everyw�ere inside t�e 
cave, t�erefore t�e air move-
ment in eac� contains in-
formation about t�e w�ole 
cave.
Elementary acoustical 
models can describe t�e ori-
gin of infrasound �armonics; 
�owever, cave morp�ology 
is usually very complex, and 
t�e �armonic spectra of its 




The presence of r�yt�mic 
be�avior of airflow at t�e 
entrance of caves �as usually 
been associated wit� very big 
caves, located at intermediate 
altitude.
This could be fairly true in general, alt�oug� suc� 
events can be noticed - wit�out t�e instrumental support 
(anemometer) - only if a complete reversal of flow oc-
curs, meaning an average flow around zero -intermedi-
ate entrances - and only if t�e period of oscillations is 
comparable wit� t�e time t�at usually cavers spend in 
t�e windy conduit. 
Our measures (more t�an 3 million in 12 entrances 
of 5 cave systems) �ave s�own t�at apparently very regu-
lar airflows can �ave a complex structure (Fig. 14) and 
t�at every cave is able to emit infrasounds. 
The “cave player” is obviously t�e external atmo-
sp�ere, w�ic�, during windy and perturbed days, can 
Fig. 12: Su bentu cave, near Nuoro, Sardinia, Italy. The ratio be-  
tween wind velocity and the square root of the difference between 
internal and external temperature has to be constant. In fact, it is 
quite constant except during definite periods.
Fig. 13: The ratio between wind velocity and the square root of the difference between internal and 
external temperature vs. time, measured in coincidence at the two main entrances, Eolo and Ser-
pente, of the Corchia cave system (Tuscany, Italy). Sometimes the airflow has the opposite direction 
than expected by the convective model.
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excite t�e main cave �armonics. The energy is stored and 
t�e air masses start to oscillate, releasing energy to ot�er 
�armonics and to distant cave regions. Alt�oug� a s�ort 
period of stimulation can result in �ours of oscillations, 
t�e general rule is t�at under common atmosp�eric con-
ditions only noise signal is acquired, w�ic� on average 
overw�elms t�e �armonics.
Alt�oug� t�e data analysis is extremely complex 
and we are still “tuning” our experimental approac�, we 
can �owever already make some observations based on 
t�e available measurements.
The first observation is t�at caves emit infrasounds 
wit� frequencies around 10-2 and 10-3 Hz, on discrete 
(quantized) �armonics. Low frequencies seem to c�arac-
terize t�e w�ole system, w�ereas “�ig�” frequencies are 
emitted only “locally,” i.e. by surrounding conduits. For 
instance, t�e Mt. Corc�ia cave system was recently stud-
ied by placing two identical anemometers on t�e two far 
system entrances (Eolo and Serpente). Spectra s�ow a 
significant common low frequency (“Deep �armonic”? 
“Fundamental �armonic”?) of 0.000295 Hz, w�ic� cor-
responds to a period of 3400 s. It would represent t�e 
note emitted by a 280 km 
tube, closed at one side...
The second result is 
about t�e noise spectrum.
The power spectra of 
sampled signals s�ow an 
overall decay at increasing 
frequencies, following a pow-
er law f-n, often wit� n=2.3-
2.7, but w�ic� depends on 
t�e frequency scale.
Depending on t�e value 
of t�e exponent of t�e power 
law, different scenarios can 
be drawn: in t�e 1/f regimen 
(pink or flicker noise) t�e en-
ergy decreases linearly wit� 
frequency, t�en eac� octave 
contains t�e same energy. 
Pink noise is intermediate 
between t�e 1/f 0 noise (w�ite 
noise), w�ere t�e system �as 
no memory of previous states and t�e energy is equal-
ly distributed among frequencies, and t�e 1/f 2 noise 
(Brownian noise), w�ere t�e system �as no memory of 
previous increments. We t�en s�ow t�at t�e overall pow-
er spectra of large underground systems usually tend to 
be�ave as pink noise (Fig. 15). 
Pink noise is rat�er ubiquitous and occurs in very 
different natural systems. It �as been s�own to appear 
in complex systems wit� superposition of dynamic pro-
cesses t�at relax exponentially wit� different c�aracteris-
tic times (Milotti 2002).
These results are very interesting because from t�e 
infra-acoustic point of view, complex caves can be con-
sidered as systems of many different damped and cou-
pled oscillators, and t�is could probably be considered 
t�e origin of t�e pink noise.
Fig. 14: Corchia cave complex (Tuscany), Eolo entrance. The appar- 
ently constant airflow has in fact an extremely complex structure con-
nected with the cave morphology.
Fig. 15: Corchia cave complex (Tuscany), Eolo entrance. A typi- 
cal air flow spectral power. The intrinsic harmonics are usually 
submerged by a pink noise.
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A cave is commonly considered to be a nearly-invariable 
environment: daily or seasonal climatic cycles cannot in-
filtrate, t�e weat�er stays perfectly stable, and meteoro-
logical fluctuations are absent. 
Furt�ermore, t�is stable condition would �omoge-
neously occur anyw�ere inside a cave; t�e temperature 
would not c�ange along t�e year, also maintaining con-
stant along t�e entire cave lengt�.
Caves appear to be t�e realm of “invariability”.
This belief is mainly generated by t�e observation 
of relatively small amplitude variations for bot� internal 
temperature and �umidity, if compared to t�e external 
variations. The variations of amplitude inside caves are 
in fact fairly small; �owever, t�is does not justify t�e 
common t�oug�t t�at, in a cave, eit�er climatic or me-
teorological processes do not actually take place. 
In t�e real world, external cycles will appear under-
ground in t�e form of: variations of airflow direction and 
intensity; imperceptible variations of seasonal and daily 
temperature; local air and water temperature disequilib-
ria; local t�ermal air sedimentation, and water film con-
densation on t�e cave walls.
The best way to �ig�lig�t t�ese processes is to care-
fully analyze t�e subtle parameters responsible of under-
ground meteorology: t�e spatial and temporal tempera-
ture variations; t�e energy exc�anges, t�at will always 
locally �appen if small differences in temperature occur; 
t�e condensation-evaporation processes, w�ic� cover 
walls wit� t�in films of water and create internal clouds; 
t�e air fluxes, wit� t�eir imperceptible but continuous 
c�anges of speed.
The p�enomenology of t�e two main flowing fluids 
in a cave -water and air- is completely different. 
Water can only flow downward and on t�e lowest 
part of conduits; due to its enormous t�ermal capacity, 
water generally �as t�e leading role in establis�ing t�e 
underground temperature. Nevert�eless, its flow is not 
adiabatic and water normally subtracts energy from t�e 
underground systems.
Air can flow everyw�ere, reverse its flowing direc-
tion and, consequently, t�e t�ermal exc�anges; air can 
make t�e rock surfaces wet; by its water vapor content air 
can smoot� t�e temperature variations and dominates 
t�e energy exc�anges. More importantly, along t�e cave 
lengt� t�e nature of t�ermodynamic transformations of 
air is not adiabatic. This means t�at a t�ermal exc�ange 
between air and water will continuously take place. 
Finally, airflow generally releases energy to t�e cave 
as a w�ole.
Measurements suggest t�at t�e meteorological vari-
ability among caves, and also among different points 
wit�in a cave, is relatively �ig�, and probably can explain 
many details of t�eir structure. These variations from 
one cave to t�e ot�er are relatively muc� larger t�an 
t�e variability of t�e external environment, w�ere t�e 
astonis�ing c�angeable Eart� landscape are created by 
relatively small differences in precipitation, temperature 
ranges and absolute �umidity. 
The c�aracterization of t�ese micro-meteorological 
variations is, probably, t�e key for a better understanding 
of t�e underground world.
CONCLUSIONS
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